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If you are unable to see the message below, click here to view.

Dear Faculty, Staff, and Students:

You have all received an email from President DeGioia announcing the university’s transition to a 
virtual learning environment that implements the instructional continuity protocols we have 
previously employed.
 
We take these steps at an extraordinary time, faced with challenges to the health of our community 
from COVID-19. Nothing is more important to Georgetown than supporting the health and welfare 
of the faculty, staff and students. We need your cooperation and collaboration during these 
challenging times.
 
For our faculty, we must work together to assure that this semester’s courses can continue, for 
example, by using Canvas and other software. While almost all faculty have used instructional 
continuity before, we have never offered several weeks of remote education. We must work together 
to do this well; we will forward more specific information to support faculty in this work very soon. 
Your dean’s office has been working nonstop since Monday, March 9 to organize this, and Vice 
Provost Randy Bass, together with the strong resources at CNDLS, will assist in this effort.
 
Further, to minimize health risks, we will heavily restrict gatherings for research and other 
purposes on campus. We will assist faculty in transforming any planned gatherings into virtual 
meetings. Only in exceptional circumstances will face-to-face gatherings be permitted, with 
advance authorization of the Provost’s Office. More specific guidance on the exceptions process, led 
by Vice Provost Reena Aggarwal in close collaboration with staff in your own schools, will be 
provided in the coming days.
 
Finally, despite our move to deliver education remotely, we commit to continuing our research 
activities, many of which occur in university spaces. We will issue a statement on research 
continuity in a few hours. Vice Provost Billy Jack will offer follow-up assistance on research issues 
working with others in your school.
 
For our staff, we will see increased use of our teleworking policies. An announcement of that 
policy and practice will be released immediately. Some on-campus work will be required to support 
the remote education activities and the continuity of research activities. Direct supervisors will 
work with each staff member to implement these practices.
 
For our undergraduate students, we will ask them to return from spring break to their 
permanent addresses; some students who need housing will remain on campus. We will ask them 
to switch from a face-to-face mode to a virtual mode. Your instructors will tailor the move to 
remote teaching in ways that fit each of your classes. Rely on them and help them make the 
remainder of the semester successful. We will send out guidance soon.
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For our graduate students, we ask that they work from their permanent addresses and 
participate in remote classes there. The Graduate School staff will assist in the graduate student 
transition to a virtual environment and support completion of programs on schedule. We will send 
out guidelines for student use of the virtual environment soon.
 
I am confident, knowing the spirit of Georgetown, that all of us will work together, helping each 
other make this transition.
 
Sincerely,
 
Robert M. Groves
Provost


